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Hflii singing and word-tones in 
Kammu 

Hakan Lundstrom and Jan-Olof Svantesson 

This article has the double purpose of analysing a Kammu singing style 
known as hflU, and of using material from hrlU songs to test a number of 
problems in Kammu tonal phonology. 

In MU, all syllables have approximately the same duration, which is 
certainly not the case in speech, where there is a contrast between long and 
short vowels, and where there are unstressed 'minor syllables' with a very 
short non-phonemic schwa vowel which often disappears completely. This 
makes hrlU an ideal medium for studying the tones of minor syllables. 

We will show that the melody of a hflU song is derived from the lexical 
tones of the words which make up the song. This analysis is established from 
major syllables, and by assuming that the same principles apply to minor 
syllables as well, the linguistic analysis of minor syllable tones made on 
independent grounds in Svantesson 1983 could be tested. 

Linguistic background 
The Kammu language belongs to the Mon-Khmer branch of the Austro-
asiatic language family. It is spoken by more than 500,000 people in northern 
Laos and adjacent areas of Vietnam, Thailand and China. There are three 
major dialects, Northern, Western and Eastern Kammu. The Yuan variety of 
Kammu treated here is a sub-dialect of Northern Kammu, spoken in the Nale 
area in the southern part of Luang Namtha Province. Northern and Westem 
Kammu have developed a system of two tones, high and low (denoted ' and 
\ respectively), while Eastern Kammu, spoken further to the east and south 
in Laos, and also in Vietnam, retains the original state without distinctive 
lexical tones. The tones have developed from voiceless and voiced initial 
consonants, which gave rise to high and low tone, respectively. For example, 
the Eastern Kammu minimal pair klaarj 'eagle' vs. glaarj 'stone' with 
voiceless vs. voiced initial consonant corresponds to Northern Kammu kldarj 
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vs. klaarj with high vs. low tone; see Svantesson 1983 and Svantesson & 
House 2006 for Kammu tones and tonogenesis. 

Like many other Mon-Khmer languages, Kammu has two kinds of 
syllables, usually called major and minor syllables. Minor syllables are 
unstressed syllables, whose syllabic element normally is a non-phonemic 
schwa vowel (not indicated in the phonemic transcription). They always 
precede a major syllable, and a word cannot consist of only a minor syllable. 
Words consisting of a minor and a major syllable are called sesquisyllabic. 
Examples are: kmmu [kam.mu] 'human being, Kammu' and kmuul [ka.mu:!] 
'silver'. 

According to the analysis in Svantesson 1983, minor syllables carry a 
tone, which in most cases can be predicted from its segmental composition. 
There is a potential minor syllable tone contrast only when the minor syllable 
consists of two consonants and has an unaspirated stop as onset. Due to a 
tone assimilation rule, the contrast can appear only when the tone of the 
following major syllable is low. Examples of minimal pairs are pyka 'to wear 
by the ear' vs. pfjka 'shy' and pfnb 'broom' vs. prnb 'carrying-sling'. See 
further Svantesson 2004 and Svantesson & Karlsson 2004 for minor syllables 
and tones on them. 

The functional load carried by the minor syllable tone is low (only about 
10 minimal pairs have been found), and the differences in fundamental 
frequency between the two tones on minor syllables, which are unstressed 
and short, are small and perceptually not very salient. Furthermore, 
contrasting minor syllable tones have not been reported for other M o n -
Khmer languages with an otherwise similar tone development as Kammu. 
For these reasons, the analysis of minor syllable tones in Svantesson 1983 
may be subject to some doubt, and it is one of the purposes of this article to 
present independent evidence from hfiU singing which shows that analysis to 
be correct. 

Word-tones and music 
The study of the interaction between music and language is a small but rather 
active branch of musicology. The studies range from word-and-music 
relationships in German Lieder to the application of generative grammar and 
cognitive science to musical style. Ethnomusicologists who come in contact 
with the music of cultures with tone languages can hardly avoid developing 
an interest in the relationships between musical pitch and word-tone. 
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Nettl 1958 and List 1963 contain general observations concerning the 
boundaries of speech and song. Chinese singing and recitation has drawn the 
attention of several scholars, among others Chao 1956, who defines different 
singing styles with differing pitch/word-tone relationships, Liu 1974 on 
Kunqix opera, and Yung 1983 on Cantonese opera. Thai song has been 
studied by among others Morton 1974 and Mendenhall 1975. 

In the case of Chinese, Thai and other tone-languages in Southeast Asia, 
which have several tones, the relation between pitch and word-tone is 
normally rather complex and not always predictable by simple rules; see for 
example Tanase-Ito 1988 concerning Thai court song. Concerned with 
Mandarin Chinese, Wee 2007 sets up rules that take into account salient parts 
of the word-tones and their combination with musical stressed tones. 

Wangler 1958 has discussed matters of song and speech concerning the 
Hausa language in Africa. The literature concerning some African tone 
languages shows more similarity to the northern Kammu dialect with two 
tones. Among these studies are Welch 1974 on Yoruba praise poetry. 

Oesch 1979 concludes that in Yao tradition (Thailand) " i f the song is 
syllabic ... the level of the musical version is defined by the relative position 
of a tone to its preceding tone" and " i f the song is melismatic ... the 
intonation of the word is expressed in music by an ascending or descending 
melismatic configuration". He also notes that final formulae are musical 
culminations where the musical movement often dominates. 

Lundstrom & Tayanin 2006 and Lundstrom 2008 show how the vocal 
tradition of the Kammu can be seen as a mono-melodic system in which a 
large number of orally transmitted poems, trnbam, are sung according to a 
limited number of melody types, varying with the situation. The singing is 
orally transmitted and each performance constitutes a re-creation of the 
trnadm which includes a certain amount of variation both with regard to the 
poetry and the way it is fitted with the basic melodic structure. 

The most complex singing style is called thm. In this singing manner the 
relation between pitch and word-tone is not clear-cut and simple. In parts of 
the singing, musical factors dominate over the word-tones (music-pitch 
centration) and in others the word-tones dominate (word-tone centration). 

HflU singing 
One of the other singing manners is called hflU. In this singing style the 
word-tones are clearly dominating. The ratio between musical pitch 
dominance and word-tone dominance can be approximated to 10:90 (see 
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further Lundstrom 2008). To quote Chao 1956 on Chinese singsong: "it is 
speech minus the element of intonation". However, hrlU differs from speech 
also in another important aspect. 

As will be shown below, hrlU singing is strictiy syllabic, i.e. each tone in a 
song corresponds to one syllable. For the main part it employs only one tone 
duration - the only exceptions are the penultimate syllable of a line and the 
very last syllable of a stanza, which are longer. With these exceptions, each 
syllable is given the same length regardless of vowel length. A minor syllable 
is, without exception, treated in the same way as a major syllable and is thus 
given a much longer relative duration than in speech. 

For the main part of the performance, the hflU singing is limited to two 
pitch levels - the only exception being a few syllables in the beginning of a 
poetic line after a pause, which are sung to an extra-low tone and can be 
considered as an introductory formula. The interval between the two 
dominating pitches varies from a 2nd to a minor 3rd, which means that the 
pitches can be easily recognized by ear. As will be seen below, the high and 
low singing pitches are almost invariably used for high and low word-tone, 
respectively. 

Material 
The recorded material consists of performances by one Kammu informant, 
Kam Raw (Damrong Tayanin), coming from the Yiian dialect area of 
northern Laos. A 'studio sample', which was sung on the informant's own 
initiative, consists of 12 performances and 909 syllables in total. A 'labora
tory sample', which was sung on the request of the researcher (HL), consists 
of 24 performances and 1,393 syllables. Finally, there is an 'experiment 
sample' consisting of another 12 performances, which the informant had not 
sung in this style before, which was made in order to test predictions of the 
rhythm and pitches relative to word-tones. A fourth sample consists of 2 per
formances by other Yiian informants. In total then there are 50 performances. 

A musical transcription of all songs was made by one of the authors (HL). 
For a simplified transcription of a hrlU performance see Figure 1. The three 
initial syllables of the 1st and 5th lines are sung according to the initial 
formula and not according to word-tone. The minor syllables of the final 
words of lines 2, 4, 6 and 8 are long because they fall on the penultimate 
syllable (cf. the penultimate syllables of the other lines). The 4th syllables of 
lines 6 and 8 are also minor syllables, but are sung at the common short 
duration. Note that one of them is sung high and the other low. 
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Total time appr. 14 seconds; i « ' 2 6 0 

Pitch levels: loT?est(l) lov(L) Mgh(H) 

toy 

krt 

toy 

J' h 

nior) ton 

nior) ion ptun ptiun kil -

nSoi] ism 

-J JL-
krt niori 5on ptxun ptun tar)- kSl 

s&L, toy mSh kton nSori 

i J' .h .h -h 

y V V y 

rgr)- kll k i - ralun 

toy mah kion nior) n£ ^ 

kton niari n4 h i n - ttok k i - niiun 

Translation: 

I am a food-tray still soft, 
a food-tray still soft, a stepped-on tree-trunk. 
I am a food-tray still soft, 
a food-tray still soft, a stepped-on tree-stump. 

I say, I am a child still small, 
a child still small, less than knee-high. 
I am a child still small, 
a child still small, just about knee-high. 

Figure L An example of hrl« singing. 
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Figure 2. The same performance as in Figure 1. 

The minor syllables and initial formulas are cut out and the lines of the poem have been 
re-grouped to show consistencies in the intonation of word tones (H = high, L = low word-
tone). 

In Figure 2, the lines of the same poem have been re-grouped in order to 
show that the same word combinations are given the same intonation in all 
cases when they occur, for examble day mdh = low-low (LL) 3 times out of 
three, koon noor) nt = high-high-low (HHL) 2 times out of two, and so on. 

As can be seen, there are no exceptions to the word-tone recitation in this 
performance. This is normal for the hflU style of singing and deviances occur 
very seldom, as will be shown below. 
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HflU singing as evidence for some linguistic problems 
Syllable structure 
According to the linguistic analysis in Svantesson 1983, the consonant 
clusters pi-, pr-, tr-, cr-, kl-, kr-, kw-, khw- and no others can occur as major 
syllable initials. Words that begin with any other consonant cluster are 
sesquisyllabic, i.e. consist of a minor and a major syllable. For instance, kle 
'husband' and kwda 'more than' are monosyllabic while clbor) 'boat' and twd 
'fern' are sesquisyllabic ([c3.1o:g], [ta.wa?]). 

A l l words in the hrlU performances which begin with a consonant cluster 
are listed in Tables 1-3. Table 1 shows those cluster-initial words that were 
sung as one tone. As seen there, all such words have one of the admitted 
consonant clusters listed above as onset, and all onset clusters are 
represented, except khw- which has been attested only in a few Lao loans. In 
addition, all monosyllabic words with a single consonant onset were sung as 
one tone. A l l words with another initial consonant cluster were sung as two 
tones (Tables 2-3). These data show that hrlU is strictly syllabic and in 
complete agreement with the syllable division made on the basis of the 
spoken language in Svantesson 1983. 

Tones of monosyllabic words 
The relation between singing pitch and lexical word-tone (as found in the 
unpublished dictionary by Svantesson, Tayanin, Lindell & Lundstrom) was 
checked for monosyllabic words in the hflU material (outside the introductory 
formulas). For the studio sample, the hrlU tone and the word-tone agreed in 
666 out of 666 syllables, i.e. 100%, and for the laboratory sample in 1,146 
out of 1,150 syllables (99.7%). 

Two mismatches concerned two Lao loanwords (die 'also' and te'm ' f i l l ' ) 
which both were sung low once and high once. Because of influence from 
Lao, such words may be tonally ambivalent. The two other mismatches are 
the words ch 'shall' and tda 'don't', which both were sung according to the 
lexical tone in several instances, but to the other tone once each. These words 
are function words which are often unstressed in normal speech. The other 
two samples, as well as the two performances by other singers, show similar 
characteristics, with only an occasional mismatch between lexical tone and 
singing pitch. This demonstrates that hflii should be seen as a technique of 
performing tfnsdm. 
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Table 1. Monosyllabic words with an onset cluster in the hrlii material. 
The frequency of each word in the entire material is indicated. 

Kam Raw: 
era to weed 4 kriag Java plum 4 
crah pale 3 kri bulbul 3 
cri taboo 4 kwaac pass over 3 
cri banyan 4 plaa chop 4 
criil gold 1 plaas sand snake 1 
croog scoop 1 plah side 3 
criian Diospyros 9 pie fruit 6 
cruk deep 1 plia beautiful 21 
kla coucal 1 plkt go off 3 
kla wild sugarcane 1 pl6Dg calf of leg 2 
klaak cluster 1 ploor) rat snake 1 
klaai) eagle 4 ploay abandon 5 
klaar) stone 4 plug sprout 5 
klaat leave 1 praay trap 2 
klam carry 2 prESt carpetgrass 2 
kl3 hair 2 pri forest 4 
klssm chock up 1 priar) people 21 
klEsr peep 2 pri'im ancient 4 
klia travel around 2 priig drum 2 
klfat) in 2 pnm overgrown 4 
kloh log 2 pro wish 8 
klok hogplum 2 prook squirrel 1 
klooy necklace 2 proom friend 2 
kid snail 1 pru to smoke 3 
klook white 1 traan [expressivel 4 
kloot tree vine 2 traan hornbill 2 
klug tumble 4 tro a fruit 2 
klijus a herb 1 trim level 2 
troor) throat 4 tro able 3 
kraas laugh 1 trdoc draw out 2 
krah unwrap 2 tru Maranta 1 
krs low table 15 

Other performers: 
klah cut 5 ploo not at all 3 
kroor) Mekong 2 

Inspection of monosyllabic words, whose word-tones are linguistically 
unproblematic, thus shows an almost complete agreement between the word-
tones and the tones used in hrlii singing. In what follows, this fact will be 
used to test the analysis of minor syllable tones under the assumption that the 
tone sung in hflii reflects lexical word-tones in this case as well. 

Minor syllables consisting of only one consonant 
At least in slow speech, minor syllables consisting of one consonant are 
usually pronounced with a schwa vowel following the consonant (e.g. kmuul 
[ka.mu:l] 'silver'). A l l sesquisyllabic words in the hflU material with such 
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minor syllables are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that they are invariably 
sung as two syllables. 

These words can be divided into three groups depending on their expected 
tonal behaviour, depending on the type of consonant the minor syllable 
consists of: 

(a) voiceless unaspirated stop {p, t, c, k), 
(b) voiceless fricative or voiceless aspirated stop {s, h, ph, th, ch, kh) 
(c) voiced liquid (/, r) 
Words in groups (a) and (b) always have the same tone on the minor and 

major syllables, which can be analyzed by assuming that the domain of the 
tone is the entire sesquisyllabic word (Svantesson 1983). For words in group 
(a), the tone can be either high or low, but for words in group (b) the tone 
must be high. 

These assertions are supported by the hflU in the Kam Raw material, the 
two syllables of such words are sung on the same tone in all but two or three 
occurrences. The word kniiun 'knee' is sung high-low once, which may be 
the result of unclear intonation (it is the final word of a song). The word 
ktdar} 'plain' was difficult to hear. A real exception is the Lao loan-word ptuu 
'gate' which was sung low-high. 

In the two songs by other performers, the word skii 'today' is twice sung 
on what seems to be low-low and twice high-high. The low-low occurs in 
the beginning of sentences and should possibly be interpreted as initial words 
which are not recited in agreement with the word-tones. 

The two words kliip 'centipede' (1 token) and pldat 'sore' (3 tokens) are 
consistentiy sung as high-low by the third informant, which suggests that he 
treats words with this structure (beginning with a cluster consisting of an 
unaspirated stop and a glottal stop) differentiy from Kam Raw, although their 
dialects are very close to each other. In the Kam Raw material there is only 
one word of this kind, kldan 'wasp', sung as high-high, as expected. 

The third group (c) of words have a minor syllable consisting of one of the 
liquids / or r. In Svantesson 1983, such minor syllables are analysed as 
having their own tones, which must be low, regardless of whether the major 
syllable tone is low or high. This assertion agrees completely with the hflU 
material. 
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Table 2. Words whose minor syllable consists of one consonant. 

For each word, the lexical form and the ways it was sung in the hflU material and their 
frequency is Indicated. The symbol ° indicates that this part of the word belonged to the 
introductory formula. Mismatches between lexical tone and singing pitch are marked *. 

Kam Rciw: 
a. Minor syllables consisting of an unaspirated stop: 
cloog riverbank cs.loor) 3 
cma rope ca.ma 2 
kma which ka.ma 2 
kmuul silver ka.muul 3 
kne rat ka.ne 2 
km that one ka.ni 2 
kmiun knee ka.nuun 3 
ktaam crab ka.taam 7 
ktaag plain ka.taag 1 
ktoi) egg ka.tor) 2 
ktAAt cackle ka.tAAt 1 
k?aan wasp ki.l&an 2 
pkaay return pa.kaay 2 
pnim termite hill pa.nim 1 
pte soil pa.te 1 
ptAAt burning pa.tAAt 2 
ptiiu gate 

pa.waai) pwaar) sky pa.waai) 1 
pyaa tide pa.yaa 2 
pya send pa.ya 1 
tkan bamboo rat 
tkuut buttonquail ta.kuut 1 
tlaa thin bamboo ta.laa 2 
tlooy banana taJoay 2 

ka.nilun* 
ka°.taam° 3 

ka'.tAAt" 1 

pa'.tiiu 1 pa.tuu* 1 

p3°.ya° 1 
ta'.kan" 1 

b. Minor syllables consisting of h, s or an aspirated stop: 
hyiar hen ha.yi'ar 3 
scaar) elephant sa.caar) 4 
skii today 
sleep chives sa.leep 2 
sloh walk saJoh 3 
slook barbet sa.look 10 
snaam court 
spat grab sa.pat 1 
spa giant bamboo 
srim onion sa.?im 2 
khdat pineapple kha.dat 1 

sa°.kii° 6 

saMoh" 1 

sa°.naam° 1 

S3°.p6 1 sa°.pa° 1 

c. Minor syllables consisting of 1 or r: 
Itreei) |expressive| la.treer) 1 
l?en [expressivel la.?en 1 
I7et [expressive] la.Tet 1 
rhaag bamboo ra.haag 1 ra°.haar) 1 
rlaay turn over ra.laay 2 
rsuut burst ra.suut 2 
rwaay tiger ra.waay 2 
ryeeri nearly over ra.yeer) 1 ra°.yeer|° 1 
ryool gibbon ra.yool 2 
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Other performers: 
kmaat salted meat ka.maat 4 
ky6or| Sichuan pepper k̂ .yoar) 2 
k?fip centipede ka.?iip* 1 
p?aat sore pa.Taat* 3 
scaag elephant sa.caag 2 
skii today ss.kfi 2 sa°.kii° ? 2 
rkaari a tree ra.kaafi 1 

Minor syllables consisting of two consonants 
At least in slow speech, minor syllables with two consonants are pronounced 
with a schwa vowel betweeen them, e.g. pflorj [psr.log] 'gate', and all such 
minor syllables have a tone of their own. A l l sesquisyllabic words in the hflii 
material with these minor syllables are listed in Table 3, where they are 
divided into three classes depending on their expected tonal behaviour. 
Words in group (a) have a minor syllable with an initial unaspirated stop. 
These minor syllables can have either high or low tone, with the restriction 
that a sequence of two high tones never occurs. Words in group (b) have a 
two-consonant minor syllable beginning with s or h. Such minor syllables are 
analysed as always having high tone. Group (c) words, finally, have a minor 
syllable beginning with / or r, and they are analysed as always having low 
tone. Inspection of Table 3 shows that these assertions are in almost complete 
agreement with the hflU material. There is only one word, krlak 'drum', 
which is not sung in agreement with the word-tones on one occasion. 

Conclusion 
By analysing how monosyllabic words were sung in the hflU style, the rules 
for this type of singing were established. HflU was shown to be strictly sylla
bic, and all syllables have approximately the same duration. After an intro
ductory formula sung on a very low tone, the hflU tones faithfully reflect the 
lexical tones of the Kammu words. 

There was no noticeable difference in the exactness of the three samples 
sung by the main informant Kam Raw, which means that he uses hflU singing 
as a technique which he can apply to poems (tfnaam) he has never sung 
previously in that manner (as in the experiment sample). 

The two available hflU performances by other informants agree completely 
with those of Kam Raw in the treatment of word-tones and syllables, 
indicating that hflU singing is a general technique. 
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Table 3. Words whose minor syllable consists of two consonants 

For each word, the lexical form and the ways it was sung in the hflU material and their 
frequency is indicated. The symbol ° indicates that this part of the word belonged to the 
introductory formula. Mismatches between lexical tone and singing pitch are marked *. 

Kam Raw 
a. Minor syllables with unaspirated stop onset: 
ciiho plug csn.ho 2 
critri a plant can.tri 6 
cnkleer peep carj.kleer 1 
cgkoor bright cag.koor 2 
cnkwa widen cag.kwa 1 
klpoom close kal.p6om 4 
k,taak a tree kal.taak 2 
k,waa echo kal.waa 1 
k 7aak crow kaf.Taak" 1 
kirimu human being kam'.mu" 1 
knipo a tree kam.pa 1 
kiini behind kan.ni 5 
kiini footprint kan.ni 1 kan'.nf 1 
kiisuun step on kan.suun 2 
kiitrok smack kan.trok 4 kan°.tr6k 1 
kiituuy hold kan.tiluy 1 
krlak drum karMak" 1 
krliat] fall kar.liar) 2 
krnias pillow kar.nks 2 
krnaon womb kar.naon 2 
piisiam cultivate pan.smm 1 
pn?en [expressivel p6n.?en 1 
p^ka shy pag.ka 2 
pgkiit lean against pag.kiit 2 
prkaay opposite par.kaay 1 
pflaa half-hearted par.laa 2 
prliak continue par.liak 1 
prior) gate par.log 3 
prlooy float par.looy 2 parMooy" 1 
prneet charm par.neet 1 
prno carrying-sling par" .no 1 
prtir) owner par.tig 3 
p'rtuh half-hearted par.tuh 2 
pryaor) dragon par.yoor) 10 
t moori outskirts tal.moog 6 
t pak broken tal.pak 2 
tmlaan plaited tam.laan 2 
tmpi'r pigeon tam.pir 2 
tmpoh trough tam.pah 2 
trnpoh bracken tam.pah 4 
tnhooy joke tan°.hooy°2 
tnki'an ascent tan.Wan 4 tan°.kian° 2 
tiilo pool tan°.lo° 2 
tn?aay bamboo mat tan.aay 2 
tn?uus to sound tan.iius 1 
tgki'l tree stump tag.ki'l 2 
tr|kir to sound tag.ki'r 1 
tgka to sound tag.ko 2 
tgni like that tarj.ni 2 

kar.lak* 1 
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tgrap call each other 
trca grow apart 
tfkat thought 
trkhan separate 
trkoot lizard 
thiar) roofed 
tilEEp grow closer 
trti center 
trta double 
tfyes call each other 
tf76 cock.crow 
tr?6ol [expressivel 

b. The onsets h and s: 
hmco sad 
hnipiat kudzu 
hmprai) horse 
hmpuut change skins 
hmpiiuy nest 
hmtiiuc bend 
hiimk valley 
hntaak below 
hrlii recite 
hflooy float 
hrla word 
hfnaa wet field 
hfya shoulder bag 
smplo baby 
siilar lath 
snlo bark 
snti wrist chain 
snt5or water pipe 
sntriih downstream 
sfltuufi fair 
ŝ kom wear by the ear 
sprah go through 
s'rliar) cogongrass 
srniit rubbing 
srmm medicine 
stmiat locust 
st?yuut fair 

c. The onsets / and r: 
Inkhwan well-built 
Innah [expressivel 
rkgook beautiful 
rmgiim clothes 
rmpooc caress 
rgciig chamber 
rgkii about 
rgkoar) mountain ridge 
rgtoar) staircase 

Other performers: 
cgkra pile up 
prpin star 
tknook [expressivel 

tdrj.rap 1 
tar.ca 2 
tar.kat 2 
tar.khdn 2 

tar.nir) 2 
tar.tEsp 1 
tar.fi 2 
tar.to 2 
tar.yes 1 
tar.?6 1 
tar.Tool I 

tar°.ca° 1 
tar°.kat° 1 

tar°.koot° 2 

tar°.?oor 1 

ham.CO 3 
ham.piat 2 
ham.prar) 2 
ham.puut 2 
ham.puuy 2 
ham.tiiuc 2 
han.luk 
han.taak 
har.lii 
har.looy 
har.lo 
har.naa 
har.ya 
sam.plo 
san.lar 
san.la 
san.ti 
san.toar 
san.triih 

sarj.kom 
sag.rah 
sar.lkg 
sar.niit 
sar.mm 
ŝ t.miat 
sat.?yuut 

sanMar" 1 

sai)°.tuuii° 1 
sar)°.kom°5 

sarMiag* 1 
sar°.niit° 1 

lan.khwanl 
lar).nah 2 
rak.goak 2 
ram.rjiim 1 
ram.pooc 1 

rag.kil 2 
rag.koar) 7 
rag.toog 4 

lan°.khwtol 

ram°.pooc°l 
rag'.ciig 1 

cag.kro 1 
par.piii 1 
tak.nook 2 
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hrniip spoon har.niip 1 
siilo bark san.16 1 
sriteh bowl san.teh 1 
Impoor) speak lam".poor)" 1 
Imtaag eggplant lam.taag 2 
rgce | expressive] rag.cE 2 

By applying the rules for hrlU singing to sesquisyllabic words consisting 
of one minor and one major syllable, it was found that both the syllable 
division and the tones assigned to minor syllables in an earlier linguistic 
analysis of the language correlated extremely well with what was found in 
the hflU material, which thus provides independent evidence for that analysis. 

The study of the hflU style of singing has proven to be fruitful from the 
points of view of musicology as well as linguistics. This style of singing is 
different enough from speech to function as a source of new information, and 
at the same time is so close to speech that the linguistic information is not 
distorted. 
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